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Frustrated trying to fit patient and family education into no time? Author, Fran London, RN, MS
gives you the essentials and the inspiration you need to make a big impact on the quality of care
and your patient's quality of life. No Time to Teach helps you learn fun, creative ways to: -Assess,
educate, coach and document your teaching. -Make the most of every teaching opportunity with
patients and families -Take a team based approach to the patient education process. -
Incorporate technology and materials into your teaching. Go from "no time to teach" to "teaching
in no time."The Essence of Patient and Family Education for Health Care Providers2010
American Journal of Nursing Book of the Year202 pages4X7" (pocket guide)

"...Though small, the book packs a big punch."by T. Guberski, PhD, CRNP--American Journal of
Nursing Book of the Year Awards 2010"No Time to Teach is great for the bedside nurse who
also has no time to read.""This book could be considered the 1-minute manager to patient
education."--Journal for Nurses in Staff Development 5/2011 page 151--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorFran London’s current position as Health
Education Specialist at Phoenix Children’s Hospital has given her the opportunity to keep up on
the research in the field. She has presented workshops and published books, book chapters,
and articles on patient education. She has a BA in Anthropology from Brooklyn College, and a
BS in Nursing and MS in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing from the University of Rochester in
New York. Fran has worked as a staff nurse in pediatrics and psychiatry, inpatient and outpatient;
school nurse; and Psychiatric Consultation Liaison Nurse. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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More atand on TwitterAvailable at , or call1-800-241-4925 to order.Published byPritchett & Hull
Associates, Inc.3440 Oakcliff Road, NE, Suite 110Atlanta, GA 30340Copyright © 2016
byPritchett & Hull Associates, Inc.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording or by any information storage and retrieval system, without the written permission of
the Publisher, except where permitted by law.The jacket format and design of this book are
protected trademarks of Pritchett & Hull Associates, Inc.To my husband Jaywho made it
possible for me to attend to the fascinating world of patient and family education.Thank
you.ContentsWhy teach?“I don’t have time to teach.”"How can I most effectively and efficiently
teach in the time I have?”AssessmentHow to assess the learnerAssessment makes teaching
more effectiveKnowing how your learner understands helps you individualize your
teachingListeningTeachable moments - When to teachWhat to teachHow to teachActive
involvementFunctional health literacyEvaluating understandingHow to teach with booklets,
pamphlets, and tear sheetsHow to teach with posters and flip cardsHow to teach with a
videoHow to teach without a handoutHow to teach with technologyHow to teach with an
interpreterHow to teach a groupLearning barriersFrustrationThe Patient Education ProcessSelf-
efficacyCollaborateCommunicate the status of patient and family education – document it!How
to waste teaching timeSummaryIf you want to learn moreBiography of authorWhy teach?Most
health care is self-care.Professionals provide only a small fraction of all health care.After saving
lives, the most important thing we provide is patient and family education. It promotes and
supports the behavioral changes that improve health outcomes.These behavioral changes may
include:• Taking medicine as prescribed• Monitoring symptoms and responding appropriately•
Making and keeping follow-up appointments• Regular exercise• Eating the appropriate diet•
Choosing a safer and healthier lifestyleA quote to ponder“There is no prescription more valuable
than knowledge.”— C. Everett Koop MD,Former Surgeon General of the United States“I don’t
havetime to teach”By saying you don’t have time to teach, your only solution is more time.Your
statement stops the process.But, if you ask, “How can I most effectively and efficiently teach in
the time I have?” you open yourself to the answer.“How can I most effectively and efficiently
teach in the time I have?”Research shows the most effective and efficient way to provide patient
and family education is to engage the learner in the process and individualize your teaching to
his or her needs.Involve and individualize.This book offers evidence-based short cuts to
providing quality patient education. Not quick fixes, but the shortest path to improve your
patients’ self-care skills.At first, these shortcuts may not seem so short. This will change as you
learn to focus your energies on efficiency and effectiveness. Other methods may appear quicker,
but research shows they do not impact health outcomes as well.For example, it may seem
efficient to have brochures or educational TV in your waiting room. However, passive methods
do not offer a good return on investment. They may increase knowledge, but don’t impact
actions often enough to be worthwhile.However, if you transform these passive methods into
active teaching methods, they can work. Greet the learner in the waiting room and say, “There’s



a good video coming on about flu shots. Please watch it, and we’ll talk about it when you come
back for your appointment.” Or, when the mom is waiting with her sick toddler, hand her a
booklet and say, “Here’s a booklet on fevers in children. Please look it over and we’ll talk about
fevers later.”Effective and efficient teachingEvidence to practiceJahraus, D., S. Sokolosky, et al.
(2002). “Evaluation of an education program for patients with breast cancer receiving radiation
therapy.” Cancer Nursing 25(4): 266-275.The acquisition of knowledge is presumed to be part of
coping with the stress of a breast cancer diagnosis. This study evaluated the impact of an
education program on the perceived adequacy of knowledge of patients with breast cancer
receiving radiation therapy. It also investigated the patients’ preferences regarding involvement
in decision making, amount and type of information wanted, and preferred information-seeking
activities.Conclusions: Significant increases in perceived adequacy of knowledge scores
indicate that the program was effective. Findings suggest that individual patients’ information
preferences, priority information needs, and preferred information-seeking activities should be
identified early and incorporated within educational programs to target resources and maximize
the likelihood that positive patient outcomes will result.A frequently asked question“Why don’t
we save time by having nursing assistants do some teaching? They could teach simple things,
like cough, turn, and deep breathe.”Yes, a nursing assistant could teach a patient to cough, turn,
and deep breathe. But would he or she know why this is done? If asked, would he or she be able
to fully explain it to the patient?Patient and family education should be multidisciplinary. On the
other hand, the most accurate and thorough teaching should be done by health care
professionals who know the content, rationales and resources for additional information.If you
want health care team members who are not professionally trained to augment teaching, check
their scope of practice and job descriptions. Then check yours.Use assistants well, but don’t
abdicate your responsibility to teach. Non-professionals can still support patient and family
education by:• Identifying teachable moments, and alerting the appropriate health care team
member in a timely manner.• Maintaining an environment that supports teaching, such as
stocking handouts.A quote to ponderA shortened hospital stay is justified in the best interest of
patients, as the optimum location for a speedy recovery is at home with family and friends. The
reality of what is happening, however, is that patients are often not prepared to provide the
required level of self-care after an early discharge from the hospital.— Keeping, 2002, page
70AssessmentToo often we jump right into teaching, without finding out first what the learner
knows. We skip this first step of assessment.Why is it a mistake to skip assessment?
Assessment treats learners like adults.Adults don’t learn the same way children do, because:•
adults know stuff already• adults know enough to get through life just fine• adults only want to
learn new stuff that will be usefulAdults want to be treated like adults, not like children. An adult
with a chronic illness may know more than you about the diagnosis and the way he or she
responds to treatments.If we start teaching without finding out what the adult learner already
knows, we:• show disrespect, because we don’t acknowledge what the learner already knows.•
bore and alienate the learner, because we teach what he or she already knows, or• teach above



or below his or her level of understanding.A good learning assessment helps you teach more
efficiently and effectively. If you just jump into teaching without assessing the learner, you may
waste time teaching what the learner already knows. Or, you may present information in a way
that makes the learner defensive or overwhelmed. When we alienate our learners, they don’t pay
attention to us and, consequently, don’t learn. This wastes teaching time.Assessment tells you
what the learner knows, and helps you build a relationship with the learner. Both promote more
effective teaching.When you build your teaching on what the learner knows, it will make more
sense to the learner. This will help him or her understand and remember the information better. If
your learner reveals basic misunderstandings, assessment helps you identify and correct
these.If the learner’s point of view is very different from your teaching, he or she will reject your
information. You need to present your information in a way that is consistent with the learner’s
beliefs, so your learner can hear, understand and apply it. For example, someone who does not
believe that germs cause illness may not apply your teaching about handwashing. The new
information has to make sense to the learner.Assessment lets you individualize your teaching so
you can focus on the most important information and skills, and teach them in the most effective
way. In practical terms, assessment is one way we apply adult learning theory to our clinical
practice.This is true whether you are caring for a patient with an acute or chronic illness. For
example, before teaching about antibiotics, ask, “You said you have been taking antibiotics.
What were they for?”Assessment saves teaching time. The more your learner already knows,
the less you have to teach.AssessmentReal-life exampleAn adolescent with spina bifida kept
getting readmitted with serious infections from skin breakdown on her legs. Each time she was
discharged, she and her mother were taught about the need to change positions and how to
watch for skin breakdowns and respond.Yet she always returned to the hospital with new sores.
Finally, a nurse asked her what caused the skin breakdown. She told the nurse the pathways in
her home were too narrow for her wheelchair, so she got around the house by dragging herself
across the floor.The patient got a new, narrow wheelchair and this problem was solved.
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Loving Ebook Tops, “Excellent resource for tips on HOW to teach patients and .... Excellent
resource for tips on HOW to teach patients and families NEED TO KNOW information. The
teachback method is essential to guage how much information the patients and families are
actually absorbing.  Highly recommend this book - especially to share with your co-workers!”

Audra Burke, “Love it. Great book”

Brendan, “A must for students and qualifed nurses alike. Great book, really addresses the issues
of patient education in practice. Breaking it down to make patient teaching a more attainable
task to carry out on a busy ward.”

mommyandnurse, “Most Practical Patient Education Book I Have Ever Read!. Great book for
patient education. Tips are practical, easily understood, and can be put to use immediately. I
have been recommending it to my fellow nurse educators!”

Breathe easy, “Great book. Informative and helpful tools that are simple .... Great book.
Informative and helpful tools that are simple to read and put into use.”

Pretty pink!, “Five Stars. Great book! Perfect condition!”

GreenTea momo, “Five Stars. Just what I want”

The book by Fran London has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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